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This Lead Teller Supervisor position will be utilizing the knowledge and skills 
obtained from 5 years of experience working in the customer service/sales/clerical
(administrative) field on various levels and within multiple environments. Through 
the positions listed below, have acquired in-depth and diverse techniques about 
the field that know can be fully utilized in this new position to bring an exciting 
blend of creativity and success to your company.

2010 – 2020
ASST. LEAD TELLER SUPERVISOR - GARDA LOGISTICES

 Oversees the branch money room to ensure work is being processed.
 Verifies currency on tellers functions to ensure all monies declared on customer 

accounts are correct before customer is given credit.
 Analyzes data for the purpose of preparing key financial data reports for the 

Federal Reserve for end of night.
 Validates immediate credit count against a manifest to ensure all deposits are 

accounted for after verifying next day.
 Responsible for opening, scanning, sorting, and batching customer payments 

and deposits.
 Responsible for spreadsheet totals for end of day.
 In charges of twenty-six employees to ensure work is being processed.

2012 – 2015
LEAD TELLER SUPERVISOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Resolve customer problems by effectively using customer experience skills Use 
marketing skills at offsite community events to recruit more customers .

 Activities include, but not limited too Skilled in math and account reconciliations
Strong interpersonal and oral communications Great customer .

 Lead teller,service manager and store manager assistant,provide excellent 
decision making as customer issues arrived,able to prevent any lost .

 I have been on top 5 tellers in the whole upstate district,I have been able to be 
promoted immediately in a short time than expected, I exceed my .

 Skills Used my patience,my knowledge on fraud,to prevent any losses,i have to 
be able to do daily paperwork filing,must be able to write daily .

 At Wells Fargo I supervised all tellers working in the lobby and drive through 
areas.

 Assisted with overrides and assisted tellers in addressing complex customer 
questions also gave approvals for certain transactions that were in my .
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EDUCATION

General Equivalency Diploma - (LaGuardia Community College - Forest Hills, NY)

SKILLS

Customer Service, Emr Implementation, 
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